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14,000 new cancer registrations each year
that are work related due to occupational
exposure. In the construction industry, we are
under high stress situations daily and many
of us decompress with food, lack of exercise
and too much alcohol.

Hello U.S. and U.K. employees,
A few weeks ago, I had the opportunity
to join the U.K. leadership team and nearly
650 other MWH employees for two days
to discuss our personal wellness and learn
about what MWH Treatment is doing to
enhance the health and wellbeing of its
employees in the U.K.
For the U.S. folks - What does this mean?
Well, we learned that over 80 percent of
all occupational related deaths are not
construction-related accidents, but employee
illnesses. The facts are, there are more than
12,000 deaths a year related to occupational
exposure; over 8,000 work-related cancer
deaths a year; more than 4,000 deaths from
breathing illnesses like COPD (as a result of
exposure to dust and fumes, etc.); and almost

MWH
Constructors

Ranks #5

The truth is, as a company, we have a lot
invested in YOU. Your wellbeing is critical
to your personal and professional success.
Therefore, I will be asking my U.S. Excom
to develop a wellness program for the U.S.
I want to personally thank the U.K. team for
their passion about safety, wellness and our
employees. Keep walking to the moon my
U.K. friends!
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Community Outreach
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Your MWH Constructors
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We are having an outstanding year – I hope
you enjoy the newsletter!
Thanks,

Blair Lavoie, PE
President,
MWH Constructors
Broomfield, CO

Questions with this newsletter?
Please contact Katy Lobato at
Katy.Lobato@us.mwhglobal.com
or +1 (303) 439-2874.

MWH Constructors Ranks #5

MWH ranks #5 in the Top 400 Contractors in the combined
categories of water/waste/sewer, with the highest percentage
of CM-at-Risk in those categories, as reported in the
May 14, 2012 issue of Engineering News Record (ENR).

U.S. Operation
District Leader Messages
District 1
Coastal North Carolina Visitor Center
Near Completion
MWH Constructors’ Coastal North Carolina Gateway Visitor Center and
Headquarters project, a National Wildlife Refuge on Roanoke Island.
recently achieved a major milestone. On June 22, the $5.9M designbuild project reached substantial completion, which was celebrated with
a “soft” open house on June 28. The official ribbon cutting ceremony is
slated for October 2012.

MWH Constructors Aims for Early Completion
of Piedmont WWTP
The Piedmont Regional WWTP team placed the last of its structural
concrete on June 21, accomplishing a major milestone for Renewable
Water Resources (ReWa), the client. A total of 10,322 cubic yards were
placed throughout various structures, including numerous 25-foot-high,
cast-in-place concrete walls and a three-story headworks structure.
All structures have been hydro-tested and approved and installation of
equipment is underway.
MWH Constructors serves as the construction manager-at-risk on the
$44.3M project in Piedmont, SC. The new plant is required to meet new
water quality standards for the Saluda River by replacing two aging
treatment plants. MWH established 100 percent of the prime contracts
with local contractors, supporting the local economy with many new
jobs and a significant amount of associated revenue.
The MWH project team took on the challenge of achieving substantial
completion by December 16, 2012, two weeks prior to the original
contractual date. In preparing for an earlier completion date, the team
has been diligently working to develop operations and maintenance
manuals, which are currently more than 70 percent complete.

The new facility is the “gateway” to the many National Wildlife Refuges
located adjacent to Roanoke Island. It also serves as the base of
operations for a large U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) staff.
Using a combination of interior and exterior exhibits, the visitor center
portion is used to educate visitors about many ecosystems being
preserved as part of the USFWS’s mission.
The center was built to use a south-facing integrated photovoltaic
metal roofing system to maximize opportunities for renewable energy.
Daylighting is provided for all office areas and is used to reduce overall
building energy requirements, while the building also uses energy
efficient, water source heat pumps to provide heating and cooling
for the facility. It was built to achieve the project goal of LEED Silver
certification and contains approximately 18,000 sq. ft. of energyefficient conditioned space. The building was designed to reflect both
Coastal North Carolina architecture and the surrounding wooded areas.
During the project, MWH created a special construction boundary to
minimize disturbance to the natural areas. While it was necessary to
clear trees from the site, the trees were disposed of at a local recycling
facility where they were broken down into landscaping material. All
natural areas outside the center were left undisturbed.

District 2
Construction Progressing on Austin’s
Water Treatment Plant No. 4 (WTP4)
The MWH Constructors’ CMAR team reached a significant project milestone in June 2012 with the installation of the 300-mgd raw water intake
structure in Lake Travis. The 85-ft. vertical riser arrived from Louisiana
on a specially built, 80-wheel transport. Manson Marine Inc. received
special permission from the Lower Colorado River Authority to lift the
90-ton structure from the Mansfield Dam onto a waiting barge. The riser
was ballasted with 10,000 gallons of water, lowered into position and
connected to the sloping intake pipe assembly before being carefully
lowered into position more than 150 ft. below the surface of Lake Travis.
Grouting of the annual space around the vertical riser was completed
to properly seal and anchor the structure into the lake bed. Three intake
screens will be attached to the submerged structure in the coming
weeks to complete the assembly. The 3-story-tall screens will draw
water from different depths depending on the lake level.
Vertical excavation of the 24-ft.-diameter raw water pump station access
shaft is now complete. Crews have begun mining the 9-ft.-diameter
raw water tunnel connecting the pump station with the raw water intake
structure in Lake Travis. The access shaft is 425 feet deep, more than
1.5 times the height of the Statue of Liberty.
Recently, over 350 workers gathered for a picnic lunch to celebrate
another safety milestone on the project, having worked over 650 days
and 750,000 hours without a lost time incident. Everyone was invited to
autograph one of the t-shirts provided that commemorated the occasion.

WTP4 Team Hosts Community
Clean-up of Bull Creek
The WTP4 project team
partnered with Keep Austin
Beautiful, Austin Water and
the City of Austin’s Parks and
Recreation Department to host
a community clean-up of Bull
Creek near the Spicewood
Springs shaft site prior to the
beginning of construction.
Fourteen volunteers donated
their time to pick up litter
around the creek, collecting
two truckloads of garbage,
including scrap metal, old fencing and empty cans and bottles.
Trash bags, gloves, litter pickup tools, poison ivy block and
first aid kits were provided to volunteers courtesy of Keep
Austin Beautiful. The City of Austin’s Parks and Recreation
Department disposed of the waste. Special thanks went to the
event partners and the volunteers for helping make the event
a success.

District 3
MWH Constructors Implements Innovative
Approach to Remediation
Hexavalent chromium and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) were
found to be contaminating the surrounding soil and groundwater of
a former hydraulic and pneumatic valve manufacturing site in North
Hollywood, CA. MWH was selected to provide design-build-operate
remediation services for this confidential client —a strategic client that
MWH has provided services for around the world. The project, which
has been ongoing for the past four and half years, is being led by Ronnie Hill, principal project manager, and includes routine operations and
maintenance on two separate, but related, remediation projects.
Remediation efforts include in-situ and ex-situ treatment processes.
Our project team constructed a series of injection trenches in the
source area to provide in-situ treatment of the contaminated soil and
groundwater. Extraction wells were constructed across from the site to
extract and treat contaminated groundwater, providing hydraulic control
to prevent further migration of contaminated groundwater. MWH also
constructed a groundwater treatment system consisting of treatment
trains equipped with granular activated carbon (GAC) treatment vessels
for the removal of VOCs, and ion exchange vessels for the removal of
hexavalent chromium.
In addition, MWH constructed an off-site treatment system at a production well owned by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
that was impacted by the contamination. The system consists of a temporary GAC treatment system, a double-wall polyethylene “break tank”
and High Density Polyethylene gravity drain pipeline. This treatment
system utilizes an industrial wastewater discharge permit to minimize
the equipment necessary to extract and discharge the chromiumimpacted groundwater.
MWH was awarded this contract based on our innovative approach for
in-situ treatment of both the chromium contaminated source area and
underlying groundwater. The owner and regulators approved this approach based on the accelerate schedule for delivery and elimination of
more costly ex-situ treatment processes using conventional methods.

MWH Performs PM/CM Services on Borega Springs
Solar Power Plant
MWH is currently contracted by NRG Energy, Inc. to provide PM/CM
services on the $146M Borrego Solar I power plant project in Borrego
Springs, CA. It is a 26 MWAC photovoltaic power plant that will be
owned and operated by NRG Solar, LLC. The power plant is located on
abandoned agricultural land, permitted under jurisdiction of the County
of San Diego and the first of its kind in this County. As the NRG Project
Manager, MWH has responsibility to monitor the operations of the EPC
contractor and facilitate their address of the technical and commercial
issues that arise during the EPC process. MWH manages the project
budget, schedule and quality control, and coordinates procurements,
manages relationships within the Borrego Springs community and
provides oversight to the project as a whole.
Construction commenced in February 2012 and substantial
completion is targeted for the fourth quarter of 2012. Once
completed, power generated by the facility will be sold to
San Diego Gas & Electric under a 25-year power purchase
agreement. The project provides the State of California
with a new source of renewable energy to assist in achieving Renewable Portfolio Standards, while boosting the
local economy with as many as 250 construction jobs.

Self-Performance
Self-Performance
Using Technology to Drive Advances in
Self-Performance
At the Pima County Ina Road WRF project in Tucson, Arizona, the
CMAR project team utilizes a set of software solutions to increase the
quality and efficiency of their self-perform work. The process begins
with early planning during which self-perform project manager Kirk
Sepulveda and project engineer Nick Perrino develop interactive, four
dimensional (4-D) work packages. These packages include everything
the field team needs to complete their tasks — budget information,
submittals, materials list and three dimensional (3-D) Bentley Microstation drawings. The materials list is extracted directly from the 3-D model.
The fourth dimension (time) is added by tying the 3-D drawings to the
project’s Primavera schedule. The completed models are reviewed using
Autodesk’s Navisworks software to identify possible design clashes (errors) and to confirm construction sequencing. This integrated work package process has increased efficiency and prevented or reduced costly
delays on a project where we are self-performing approximately $45M.
Across the country in Greenville, South Carolina, we are using the
same integrated process and realizing similar success on the $35M
Piedmont Regional WWTP CMAR project. Superintendent Tyler Bly
and design engineer Dan Patrick produce 3-D drawings using Auto
Desk’s Revit and Bentley’s Plant Design software. The 3-D drawings,
which are the basis of submittals to the project engineer and purchase
agreements for the materials, are based on information obtained using
a robotic total station. The resulting 3-D drawings are so precise the
piping can be ordered without the added time and expense of spool

pieces (normally field measured and ordered after most of the piping
is installed). Field crews efficiently assemble the work by matching the
numbered piping to the 3-D drawings.
In Broomfield, Colorado, MWH Constructors’ estimating department is
linking 3-D technology directly to Timberline, our estimating software.
Using Google Sketch, senior estimator Jason Rozgony creates 3-D
models using smart “objects,” which contain metadata, i.e., for a concrete slab, metadata includes slab length, width, thickness, concrete
strength and the amount of reinforcing steel. Google sketch exports the
metadata as a CSV file and Jason uses a program he wrote in visual
basic to “bridge” the CSV file directly into Timberline. The end product
is a completed estimate within minutes of creating the 3-D model —
also proving to be an effective sales tool with potential clients.
While more work remains to be done. . . thank you, Kirk Sepulveda,
Nick Perrino, Tyler Bly, Dan Patrick and Jason Rozgony for advancing
MWH Constructors’ self-performance capabilities.

Awards
U.S. 2012 Q2 Awards
• American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), Sacramento
Chapter, 2011 Water Resources Project of the Year,
Patterson Irrigation Fish Screen Intake Project
• Association of California Water Agency (ACWA), 2011
Clair A. Hill Excellence Award, Patterson Irrigation Fish
Screen Intake Project
• National Utility Contractor Association (NUCA), Colorado
Chapter, 2012 NUCA Safety Excellence Award in the
category of 500,000 – 1,000,000 man hours

U.K. 2012 Q2 Awards
• British Safety Council (BSC), Merit Award for the BSC
International Safety Award
• Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA),
RoSPA Occupational Health and Safety Gold Award
• Thames Water, Best Health and Safety Improvement
Award, MWH Treatment as a joint venture (JV) partner
of GBM

U.K. Operation
U.S. and U.K. employees,
I am John Abraham, Managing Director of MWH Treatment (MWHT),
the U.K. division of MWH Constructors Inc. I have started by giving
some basic information about MWHT, our markets and some key facts.
I have finished off with some thoughts on our integration with MWH and
our growth strategy.
About MWHT – MWHT’s original company heritage dates back to
1820 and, throughout this period, excellence in water and wastewater
engineering and construction has been our speciality. We now have
over 1000 multi-disciplined employees, delivering over $220 million of
design and build programmes each year.
Water Industry - MWHT
works primarily within the U.K.
water industry, comprising 12
major water companies and 10
smaller water-only companies.
This industry is government
regulated.
We bid the majority of our
work every five years as multiproject programmes (known
as AMPs). This gives us a tremendous visible platform to
base our business planning.
Integration - It’s been over
18 months since the acquisition and the time has flown
by. The welcome and continuing support across MWH have been fantastic. We have had double
the integration opportunity, working with both our parent company in
the US and our sister companies ETS and BSG here in the U.K.
MWH Constructors, Inc. - Even though our markets and clients
operate under different business models, we have already developed
several joint opportunities. The uptake of SafeStart has been tremendous. The presence of Blair and Laura at our annual health and safety
conference was a huge boost. The transfer of John Heighway as Director of Engineering has set the tone for future integration.
UK Alignment - Similarly within the U.K. operations, we are seeing
significant value through collaboration and extended selling with ETS
and BSG.

Future Growth – MWHT’s
vision for growth is to move
from $220 million per annum to
$400 million per annum by 2018.
Whilst MWHT has grown consistently by 20 percent each AMP
cycle, the acquisition has given
us even greater opportunity for
accelerated growth. Targeted
investment has allowed us to
create growth teams for entering
the waste and energy sectors.
Driven by regulated government
investment across these markets, there is a combined spend
of $400 billion over the next 10-15 years.
Just to finish, with any company acquisition there will always be a level
of concern from staff. I am pleased to say those concerns have been
completely diminished. As someone said to me the other day, “It has
felt much more like a merger than an acquisition.”
Thank you,

John Abraham
U.K. Managing Director
MWH Treatment
Heywood, U.K.

Waste Recycling Stations
Waste Recycling Stations
Impress U.K. Client
We know the responsibilities of recycling at home,
but what are we doing to recycle on our job sites?
More than two years ago while working as a foreman for MWH Treatment, Lee Pooley asked the question, “What are we doing to recycle
on our jobsites?” He thought we might be able to improve the way we
disposed of waste on our construction sites. Lee focused on the cost of
disposal and the impact it was having on MWH as a business.
With this question in mind, Lee spotted a business opportunity and
proposed the idea of waste recycling stations (WRS) to Ross Dummett, operations manager for MWH Treatment. They developed the
idea of investing in an internal waste management process, which was
approved and implemented at the MWH site in Barrow — a part of the
Anglian Water Alliance.
Waste recycling stations are designed to allow the total recycling of
plastics, wood, metal, paper and cardboard. The waste is prepared
in a designated area through collection, segregation and dispatch
of items by MWH labor. Through a network of sites, they combined
the segregated waste during collections to reduce the cost of waste
bins, waste miles and carbon footprint. By using a smaller vehicle and
managing the logistics to maximise the amount of collections done per
day, they are seeing a carbon reduction of up to 45 percent on waste
transfer movements.

The Client was very impressed with how the revenue from sales was
delivered back to the Anglian Water Alliance but, more importantly,
the benefit the stations are having on the environment. Since the
introduction of waste recycling facilities on its sites, the Alliance has
reported an increase in the amount of waste diverted from landfill from
72 percent to an impressive 99.4 percent. With landfill tax costing £56
($87) per ton, this reduction in landfill waste represents a significant
cost savings.
Following the positive feedback from Barrow, Lee presented the process to operations managers in all four of the Alliance program areas
and created an MWH Recycling team. MWH began to build a solid
reputation for WRS fully supported by the client.
To date, the waste recycling stations have been installed on 65 U.K.
project sites and a total of 358 tons of waste have been diverted from
landfills. This waste has been recycled generating net return of £47,741
($73,960).

Health and Safety Conference
‘Excellent conference well thought through,
lots of energy’
MWH Treatment employees, clients and representatives of our supply
chain took time out to attend our annual health and safety conference
in June.
The conference was held over two days with approximately 500 attendees. The event, designed and run by members of the construction
health and safety committee, was themed health and wellbeing. The
agenda was action packed with a good mix of presentations and interactive sessions focusing on areas such as drugs and alcohol, a guest
speaker, Supplier Marketplace and an insight into asset management.
One of our guest speakers, Anglian Water’s Sonja Schwartz, presented
“Fit 4 Work, Fit 4 Life” focussed on an ageing workforce, increase in
obesity, an unfit younger generation and musculoskeletal wellbeing.
The ‘Marketplace was a showcase of members of our key supply chain
where they set up stalls and interacted with conference attendees.
Our occupational nurses were there for the two days and they carried
out over 100 wellbeing checks, which included blood pressure and
cholesterol levels.
All attendees were invited to take up the Walk to the Moon challenge.
The challenge is to increase the fitness levels of our employees and
raise money for charity. Each employee works in a team of seven and
they have been challenged to walk 10,000 steps a day. The closer we
get to the moon (240,000 miles), the more money we raise for charity.
Finally, we had a Best Practice Competition and congratulations go to
the winners Nathan Rowles – for his fruit photo - what a great idea to
provide healthy food on our sites as well as in our offices. We should
encourage this to be provided on all our sites. And Lee Pooley – for his
photo representing recycling - we should be aiming to be the market
leaders in this area and recycle as much of our construction waste as is
practically possible.
Some feedback from the attendees:
“Great atmosphere. Positive emphasis. Fresh attitude.”
“Thought provoking. MWH high commitment to health and safety”
“Very professional and engaging”
“Drug and alcohol session was very hard hitting and clear message”

MWH Challenges U.K.
Employees
“Walk to the Moon”
Focusing on health and wellbeing, MWH is challenging U.K. employees
to improve their fitness levels and raise money for charity. Over the
next few months, MWH is proposing to collectively walk 240,000 miles
to the moon and would like all employees to participate. Along with improving fitness levels, everyone will have the opportunity to help raise
£5,000 ($7,700) for the Lighthouse Club charity in aid of construction
workers. Each team of walkers will consist of seven people with one
team leader. All members will be given a rucksack containing a pedometer, sports bottle, UV wristband, Nutri-grain bar and step record. The
challenge began on Monday, July 2, 2012 and has a target completion
of Friday, December 21, 2012.

Community Outreach
MWH Raises Money for Prostate Cancer Research
In memory of Kevin Greig, a friend and colleague, a team of 12 walkers and
runners from MWH Treatment undertook and successfully completed the
Yorkshire 3 Peaks challenge on Saturday, June 30, 2012.
The challenge covered 26 miles of the UK’s finest rural countryside and
included the famous Yorkshire 3 peaks, Pen-y-Ghent, Whernside and Ingleborough with each peak exceeding 700 metres.
“I would like to thank everyone at MWH for their generosity and support
and the team for making the whole day something that I, and hopefully
the others, will not forget in a long while. The money raised will help more
men survive prostate cancer and fund research into tests, treatments and
causes of prostate cancer, a very worthwhile cause,” said Clive Conway,
event organizer.
The Three Peak Challenge raised £1,300 ($2,012). There was also additional money raised for the charity which included £1,100 donated at Kevin’s funeral, £450 ($620) from dress down days and £135 ($200) from a
BBQ - bringing the total amount raised to nearly £3,000 ($4,643).
The company, along with Kevin’s wife Alison, are now looking to present a check to Prostate Cancer UK as soon as all outstanding remaining sponsorships have been collected.

Tradeshows and Conferences
MWH Constructors Exhibits at ACE12
MWH Constructors was a Green Ribbon Exhibitor at ACE12, the annual conference of the
American Water Works Association (AWWA) June 10-14, 2012, in Dallas, TX. ACE12 was
AWWA’s 131st annual conference and exposition, where members gathered to address various
topics, including infrastructure management, water resources protection and advanced treatment technologies.

Your MWH Constructors
We are happy to have hired many talented staff members during the second quarter of 2012, including:

U.S. New
Hires 2012 –
April to June
District 1
Anthony Accardi

Northeast CMS Manager, Boston, MA
Joshua Hart

Site Laborer, Piedmont, SC

District 2
Sagrado Sparks

Superintendent, Austin, TX
Michael Williams

Electrical Superintendent, Austin, TX

District 3
Linda Bristow

Project Controls Specialist, Anchorage, AK
Gundar Clemenson

Construction Manager, Anchorage, AK
Karl Erbacher

Project Engineer, San Jacinto, CA
Robert Griffin

Health and Safety Officer, Tucson, AZ
Victor Ibarra

Electrical Superintendent, Tucson, AZ
Jonathan Naranjo

Intern, San Jacinto, CA
Sara Salame

Intern, Tucson, AZ
Charles Smick

Site Safety and Health Officer, Tucson,
AZ
Wesley Smith

Project Manager, San Diego, CA
Corporate Headquarters
Cory Borel

Intern, Broomfield, CO
Renee Richards

Marketing Intern, Broomfield, CO
Haley Schumacher

Intern, Broomfield, CO
Bob Vido

Senior Estimator – Electrical, Broomfield, CO

U.K. New
Hires 2012 –
April to June
Anglian Water
Paul Adeyemi

Leakage Technician, Anglian
Thomas Aistrop

Leakage Technician, Anglian
Bruce Armfield

Operative, Anglian

David Astbury

Technical Delivery Manager, Anglian
Liam Baker

Leakage Technician, Anglian
David Banks

Leakage Technician, Anglian
Chris Bassett

Leakage Technician, Anglian
Andrew Baylis

Field Technician (Senior), Anglian
Philip Bean

Leakage Technician, Anglian
Gillian Bentley

Data Analyst, Anglian
Brett Bevan

Field Technician, Anglian
Barry Bowes

Field Technician, Anglian
John Bradnum

Plant Operator (CPCS), Anglian
Kate Bridger

Process Engineer, Anglian
Justin Brown

Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Andrew Burns

Field Technician, Anglian
Lewis Butcher

Field Technician, Anglian
Simon Carter

Field Technician, Anglian
Steven Challis

Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Valerie Chapman

Administrator, Anglian
Paul Clarke

Cost & Value Manager, Anglian

Jonathan Clayton

Andrew Herbert

Juliet Coleman Scott

Paul Hewitt

Jonathan Coles

James Hinks

Carl Daniel

David Holmes

Glen Davis

Benjamin Hunt

Martin Dunn

Alan Jewitt

Craig Edwards

Martin Johnson

Roy Edwards

James Kemp

Mohamed El Ramlawi

Simon King

Clive Elliott

Tony King

Paul Fairbairn

Kirk Knight

David Field

Ben Lawrence

James Firth

Ashley Lofts

Dennis Flanaghan

Jay Marriott

Jon Furner

Raymond Marshall

Max Gibson

Des Martin

Charles Goldsworthy

Ian Massey

David Gollop

Simon Maynard

Tariq Gordon

Peter McKenna

Joel Granger

Paul Meachen

Dan Hadley

Patrick Meehan

John Hannon

Anthony Moralee

Lee Harewood

Richard Mynott

Peter Harris

Adam Nelmes

Steven Havvas

Thomas Norton

Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Civil Engineer, Anglian

Field Technician (Senior), Anglian
Data Analyst, Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Leakage Technician (Asst), Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Carpenter, Anglian

Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Brick Layer, Anglian
Field Technician, Anglian
Field Technician, Anglian
Field Technician (Senior), Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
General Operative, Anglian
Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Leakage Technician (Asst), Anglian
Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Field Technician, Anglian
CAD Draughtsman, Anglian
General Operative, Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Project Engineer, Anglian

Construction Manager, Anglian
Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Field Technician, Anglian
Field Technician, Anglian
Project Engineer, Anglian
Contract Engineer, Anglian
Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Project Engineer, Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Banksman, Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Field Technician, Anglian

CAD Draughtsman, Anglian
Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Plant Operator (CPCS), Anglian
Telehandler Operative, Anglian
General Operative, Anglian
General Operative, Anglian
Electrical Design Engineer, Anglian
Field Technician, Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian

Simon Omondi

Alexander Waddington

Steve Cassidy

Christopher Reeves

Lee Pantling

Garry Walpole

Mark Chapman

John Rossiter

Paul Parkinson

Jack Walton

Timothy Cooper

Site Supervisor, Severn Trent

Thames Water

Joe Penrose

Daniel Ward

Adrian Crowder

Roy Antwi

Andrew Pilgrim

Garry Webster

Ray Eaton

Phil Bowyer

Steven Probert

Nigel Wheeldon

Martin Harvey

Leonard Chalkin

Lucy Read

Mark Whitehead

Philip Holt

Iain Harris

Ian Reynolds

Malcolm Wilkinson

John Jones

Dominic Hurd

Ronnie Robertson

Kenneth Woods

Brendon Kelly

Ivan Smith

Steve Rogers

Daniel Worrall

Eamonn Kelly

Steve Summers

Nick Russell

Leakage Technician, Anglian

Northern Ireland Water

Carl Lathey

Andrew Wellbelove

Michael Schofield

Roland Bottoms

Natalie McCann

Buyer, Unallocated

Unallocated

Daniel Scutcher

General Operative, Anglian

Plant Department

Christopher Miller

Vincent Ashall

Paul Severn

Andrew Brown

Matthew Norton

Claire Cobourne

Lee Ottewell

Sarah Doyle

Patricio Ponce

Site Engineer, Anglian
Field Technician, Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Field Technician (Senior), Anglian
Field Technician, Anglian
Data Analyst, Anglian
General Labourer, Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Plant Operator (CPCS), Anglian

Field Technician, Anglian

Leakage Technician, Anglian
Franklyn Simmonds

Leakage Technician (Asst), Anglian
Brian Smith

Field Technician, Anglian
Glenn Smith

Field Technician, Anglian
Oliver Smith

Leakage Technician, Anglian
Bernard Smythe

Leakage Technician, Anglian
Simon Spurr

Leakage Technician, Anglian
Keith Staton

Field Technician, Anglian
Martin Stokes

Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Brian Sycamore

Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Andrew Taylor

Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Daniel Towns

Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Joel Turner

Leakage Technician, Anglian

Operative, Anglian

Field Technician, Anglian
Mechanical Supervisor, Anglian
Field Technician, Anglian
Field Technician (Assistant), Anglian
Technical Author, Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian
Field Technician, Anglian

Field Technician (Senior), Anglian
Leakage Technician, Anglian

Technical Author, Northern

Depot Foreman, Plant Department
Depot Foreman, Plant Department
Hire Desk Coordinator, Plant Department

Commissioning Engineer, Severn Trent
Field Technician, Severn Trent

General Operative, Severn Trent
General Operative, Severn Trent
Site Manager, Severn Trent
Field Technician, Severn Trent
Site Engineer, Severn Trent
Technician, Severn Trent
Technician (Senior), Severn Trent
Plant Operator (CPCS), Severn Trent

Skilled Ground worker, Severn Trent
Site Engineer, Severn Trent
Operative, Severn Trent
Engineer (Asst), Severn Trent
Bryan Portman

Project Manager, Southern

Commercial Manager, Southern

Site Technician, Thames
M&E Manager, Thames
Electrical Supervisor, Thames
Commissioning Engineer, Thames
Project Manager, Thames
Site Supervisor, Thames
Commissioning Engineer, Thames
Site Supervisor, Thames

Payroll Supervisor, Unallocated
Georgia Bowen

Administrator, Unallocated
Emily Cooper

Environmental Advisor (Asst), Unallocated
Suzanne Hadcock

HR Business Partner, Unallocated

Angela Tadman

EICA Engineer, Severn Trent

Office Manager, Plant Department

Luton Roberts

Scotland

Plant Operator, Severn Trent
Alan Russell

Colin Bunyan

EICA Engineer, Severn Trent

Thomas Hughes

Mechanical Supervisor, Severn Trent

Business Development Manager,
Unallocated

Nathan Walton

Cliff Lloyd

Jane Lafferty

Foreman, Severn Trent
Richard Willie

Ganger, Severn Trent

Sarah Malkin

Donna Manson

Richard Wright

General Operative, Severn Trent

Susan Pearson

David Redpath

Mark Radtke

Severn Trent

Southern Water
Ian Hampson

Joanne Smith

Ian Petrie

Jillian Telfer

Site Manager, Scotland
Commissioning Engineer, Scotland
Cleaner, Scotland
Cleaner, Scotland

Machine Operator, Scotland

Roger Vaughan

Thomas Atkinson

Engineering Manager, Southern

Chris Brazier

Technical Author, Southern

Technician, Severn Trent

Site Engineer, Severn Trent

Our People are
Our Greatest Asset

Chris Harrison

Technical Author, Unallocated
Stephen Hollyoak

Field Support Analyst, Unallocated
Alan Kyle

IFS Support, Unallocated
Recruitment Officer, Unallocated
Secretary, Unallocated
Consultant, Unallocated
HR Administrator, Unallocated
Health & Safety Advisor, Unallocated

370 Interlocken Blvd., Suite 300
Broomfield, CO 80021

Employee Spotlight
Cory Milburn
Here at MWH, we pride ourselves on our people. Our
employees are our greatest assets and we will grow,
inspire and protect them. One employee in particular
who has in turn inspired us is Cory Milburn. Cory
joined MWH Constructors as a forensic scheduler,
with more than 10 years of experience in project controls and contract
administration, in December 2011.
Cory currently works out of the Broomfield office, where he is responsible for all aspects of construction claims including entitlement review,
forensic cost analysis and forensic scheduling. Through his dedication,
enthusiasm and expertise, Cory has proven to be a key player in the
success of MWH Constructors.
This past spring, he was given the task of conducting an investigation on
a claim that was highly complex with a critically short turnaround time
for analyzing the presentation of findings. The claim involved a major

subcontractor who failed to perform its work, in respect to both time and
quality. In addition to failing to perform, the subcontractor had submitted over 40 claims against our Client, totaling over $14 million. At the
request of our client, Cory worked with the project team to analyze the
claims and presented their findings.
As a result of the analysis and presentation of the issues, all claims
were dropped. The client was extremely satisfied and has requested
that MWH Constructors provide a presentation to their agency on how
we mitigate and resolve construction-related claims.
With the success that MWH Constructors has seen regarding claims
management and consulting, Cory would like to eventually offer these
services to the rest of the company.
“We have very unique talent and with that, my hope is MWH as a whole
could benefit from the experience and services we offer,” said Cory.

